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A NEW CHARACTERIZATION OF X-SPACES 

YUN ZIQIU 

All spaces are assumed to 1:~e regular and T1 in this paper. 
A family F of subsets of a space X is called a k-network 

if for any compact set ]( and and open set U which contains 
K, there exists a finite subfamily F' such that K C uF' ~ u. 
A space X with a u-locally finite k-network is called an N
space ([7]). A family F of sul)sets of X is called a cs-network 
if for any sequence {xn : n E N} which converges to a point 
x E U, where U is open in JY., there exists an F E F, such 
that , F ~ U and {xn : n E N} is eventually in F ([2]). In 
[1] it was proved that a space X is an N-space if and only if 
X has a u-Iocally finite cs-network, and it is well known that 
the condition of having a u-hereditarily closure-preserving k
network is strictly weaker than that of being an N-space. But, 
what about the condition of having a O'-hereditarily closure
preserving cs-network? Is it equivalent to the former condition 
or to the latter one? In this paper, we prove that having a (7

hereditarily closure-preserving cs-network is a characterization 
of N-spaces. As an application of this result, we show that N
spaces are preserved under open and closed mappings, which 
answers a question raised in [5] (See [5] Question 4.4). 

Let S be the subspace {lIn: n E N} U {OJ of the real line 
in the usual topology. For each Q < WI, let S(o) be a copy 
of S. We denote by SfA/I the quotient space obtained from the 
topological union EBo<wt S(o) by mapping all the nonisolated 
points into one point. Then BfA/I is a LaAnev space and by [9] 
Sw! is not an N-space. 
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Theorem 1. A space X is an N-space if and only if X has a 
u-hereditarily closure-preserving cs-network. 

The proof of Theorem 1 is based on Lemma 1 and the fol
lowing Theorem 2 proved in [3]. 

Theorem 2. Let X be a space which has a O'-hereditarily clo
sure preserving k-network. Then X is an N-space if and only 
if X contains no closed copy of SWI (lS) Theorem 1). 

Lemma 1. SWI has no O'-hereditarily closure-preserving 
cs-network. 

Proof. By [4] Lemma 1, if a space has au-hereditarily 
closure-preserving cs-network, then the space also has a 0'

hereditarily closure-preserving closed cs-network. Denote SWI = 
{(l/n,a) : n E Nand Q < WI} U {(O,O)}, where (0,0) is the 

,limit point of SWl' and denote S(o) = {(l/n,a) : n EN}. 
By [6] Theorem 2.1, if F is a O'-hereditarily closure-preserving 
family of closed subsets of SWl' then {F E F: 1F n S(O) 1= w} 
is countable. Hence to prove Lemma 1 it is suffice to show 
that for every closed cs-network F of SWI the family {F E F : 
IS(O) n F 1= w} is uncountable. 

Let F be a closed cs-network of SWI. By transfinite induction 
we can choose Fa E F and ZOI E S(OI) n FOI for each a, °< a < 
WI, such that FOI :f: Fp whenever a :f: (3, as follows: 

For each a, such that 0 < Q < WI, we regard S(O) U SCOt) 

as a sequence such that the subsequences consisting of the 
odd terms and the even terms of which are S(O) and S(OI) re
spectively. Then S(O) U S(Ot) is a sequence which converges 
to (0,0) in SWI. We choose FI E F such that S(O) U S(I) is 
eventually in FI and a ZI E S(I) n Fl. It is obvious that 
1S<O) n F1 1= w. Let a < WI and assume that for every 
{3 < a (fj > 0), we have chosen Fp E F and Zp E S(P) n Fp 
such that 1S(O) nFp 1= w. Note that the set SWI - {zp : {3 < a} 
is open and (0,0) E Swt - {zp : {3 < a}; hence there ex
ists Fa E F such that S(O) U S(OI) is eventually in FOl and 
FOl ~ SWI - {zp : {3 < a}. It is obvious that I S(O) n'FOI 1= wand 
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we can choose Za E s(a) n Fa. Since Fa ~ SW! - {z~ : (3 < Q}, 
we have that Fa # F~ for each f3< Q. This completes the 
induction construction. 

The Proof of Theorem 1. The "only if' part is obvious. 
The "if' part: Assume that X has au-hereditarily closure

preserving cs-network F.SiIlce the condition of being a cs
network is stronger than that of being a cover which satisfies 
(C2 ) of [8], by [8] Propositioll 1.2, F is also au-hereditarily 
closure-preserving k-network of X. On the other hand, X can
not contain any closed copy of SW!; otherwise, F n SW! would 
be a u-hereditarily closure-preserving cs-network of Swt, which 
contracts Lemma 1. Hence, b:y Theorem 2,. X is an N-space. 

Theorem 3. Let X be an N.·space and let f : X --+ Y be an 
open and closed onto mapping, then Y is an N-space. 

Proof. Assume that F is a u-hereditarily closure-preserving 
cs-network of X. Since f is a closed mapping, the family 
f(F) = {f(F) : F E F} is er-hereditarily closure-preserving. 
We only need to show that f(F) is a cs-network of Y. Let 
{Yn : n E N} be a sequence which converges to a point y E U 
where U is open in Y. Take an x E f-l(y). Since X is an 
N-space, {x} is a G6 subset of X. Let {Wn : n E N} be 
a sequence of neighborhoods of x such that nneNWn = {x} 
and, for each n E N, Wn +1 ~ Wn • Since f is an open map
ping, we can assume, without loss of any generality, that for 
each n E N, Wn n j-l(Yk) =F 0 whenever k > n. Take X n E 
Wn n f-l(Yn) for each n E ~r. Since f is closed, {xn} is a se
quence which converges to x.Hence there exists an F E F such 
that {xn : n E N} is eventually in F and F ~ f-l(U). Conse
quently {Yn : n E N} is eventually in f(F) and f(F) ~ u. 
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